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Spiritual Herbal or Mind Benders from SalviaExtracts.com

Salviaextracts.com presents users with a uniquely particular point of view on how to examine the cosmos
and discover the hidden properties of native herbs.

Nov. 13, 2008 - PRLog -- SalviaExtracts.com is a Canadian based firm, that specializes in the research and
development of Natural Herbal Extracts, that provide its customers with a uniquely transcended experience.
Salviaextracts.com provides detailed information ranging from medicinal uses to unique articles concerning
the continual development and research of common applications of Salvia divinorum. 

At first glimpse the herb called salvia can easily be confused in appearance to other common herbs found in
your average garden, and is even more so misunderstood by the main stream media outlets and advocacy
groups. 

Advocacy groups and media outlets such the NY times have recently been launching articles that have
negatively impacted salvia, comparing it to having comparable effects to LSD or "magic mushrooms". One
should note that these comments and so called "facts" are largely being based upon fictitious arguments that
lack any valid scientific proof for having negative health impacts. 

Upon further investigation into the NY times so-called sources for its 'nay' sayers it was linked to a group of
mother's who infamously known to be against everything that's not water, and using the argument that their
children will suffer if salvia remains a legal substance in the United States.

For the most part the NY times in their most recent article published on September 8, 2008 entitled
"Popularity of a Hallucinogen May Thwart Its Medical Uses" have made amends with their previous much
more pro-ban Salvia articles. However they continue to utilize several sources of unreliable youtubers that
describe their experiences as out of this world and make a complete mockery out of Salvia, entitling their
videos "Jackass" or "Up in smoke". 

Salvia divinorum is a sacred Aztec herb that deserves to receive some respect for its sacred attributes and to
allow for much needed scientific study into its properties. Studies that could potentially lead to discovery of
a useful aliments to depression and addictions to drugs and alcohol. Moreover, this wondrous herb could
provide a new gateway into inter-perspective exploratory journeys into the mind and soul of human beings. 

One should be able to experience all the wonders that are attributed to the effects of salvia within
reasonable and controlled environments and under strict supervision from a fellow connoisseur. The aim of
Herbal Remedies Plus is provide users with the opportunity to explore their own mind and discover the
medical uses it provides. Offering a wide variety of concentration from 5x, 10x, 20x, 40x and 60x of salvia
extract is essential to ensuring users can progressively understand salvia. Flavoring such as Apple,
Spearmint & Strawberry ensure a smooth experience that will fit everybody's needs. 

Salvia divinorum offers a safe and enjoyable experience. Safety and the well-being of our customers
remains our top priority. We ensure this by utilizing safe clean labs & trained professionals to conduct our
extractions. 

All packages are sent discreetly with no company logos. Your packages journey to you can be tracked
online using the provided tracking number we send you. At our website http://www.salviaextracts.com we
ensure your experience is unlike any other, by providing with quality produce and a wealth of information.
To discover more about salvia and other products visit www.salviaextracts.com
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In addition to salvia we also offer other diverse Ethnobotanical products such as kratom that will sure to
dazzle and time with great experiences that will last for a life time. Our website features safe online secure
payment methods through an encrypted website, which is similar technologies that are found on other main
stream stores. We accept a diverse range of flexible payment methods such as major credit cards and money
order payments. We guarantee delivery of your goods of your money back no matter where you live. 

Once you have decided to purchase from http://www.salviaextracts.com and your payment is processed, we
take great care in ensuring we retain little to no information on our servers this will ensure your personal
information is protected. We utilize your e-mail address only to communicate to you, relevant information
concerning the tracking of your package. Come and visit our salvia store, spread the good word about salvia
and you will be amazed at the discoveries it can prompt you to make.

# # #

Http://www.salviaextracts.com an online herbal business specializing in the research and development of
natural extracted remedies from commonly found plants
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